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This document gives insight in the background, functions and possible use of a developed digital escape room. 

The room was created as an assignment for the completion of the ICF Facilitator course, offered by the WHO. 

Transforming content from a PPT format into a google web site was inspired by Adrijana Krebs (EDUdig project)  

Design and content were inspired by a student project group, which had developed the escape game WEscape. 

 

This 50-minutes game is developed to improve person-centred, interprofessional collaboration base on ICF.  

It consists of four quizzes, which start with background knowledge and exploring ICF codes in the ICF browser. 

A case of a 10-year old girl with cerebral palsy serves as basis for a role-play, in which shared-decision making 

shall be exercised. Information shall be sorted per ICF domain and additional information can be invented. 

Finally, a broader view on the ICF framework is established, before the learners access a code to exit the room. 

 

Find the game here: https://sites.google.com/view/escape4health - Consider time to introduce and feedback! 

https://edudig.eu/
https://showreel.mdh.fhstp.ac.at/6888/wescape-escape-room-games-for-undergraduate-interprofessional-learning-based-on-patient-examples/
https://sites.google.com/view/escape4health
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1. The Escape Room 

The game is intended to be played by 3 to 6 or maximum 8 pre-experienced learners.  

A mentor should introduce the game, be available to help when asked for and moderate the reflection. 

This is, what the digital escape room looks like: 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 

 

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

2. Background 

The digital escape game was designed as an open source due to the Erasmus+ funding of INPRO. 

Therefore, it can be copied and adapted for individual use by contacting the developer. 

 

It was developed inspired by the following sources: 

2.1. Content to explain ICF – from powerpoint to interaction 
A presentation by Kraus de Camargo from 2022 and a community care perspective inspired the creation of 

a powerpoint to explain the constructs relevant for understanding the need and use of the ICF framework:  

Olaf Kraus De Camargo presentations | SlideShare 

        

https://de.slideshare.net/OlafKrausdeCamargo/presentations


                                                                                                                           
 

 
      



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

2.2. WEscape game 
A student project group in the master’s degree programme Digital healthcare, consisting of  

- Mona Azz,  

- Merry Bakuns,  

- Sophie Kutschi,  

- Sonia Markose,  

- Victoria Pichler and  

- Thomas Tippl  

had explored how and programmed a game to train interprofessional collaboration in mobile settings:  

WEscape – Escape room games for undergraduate interprofessional learning based on patient examples | 

Digital Healthcare Students Showreel (fhstp.ac.at)  

 

 

 

https://showreel.mdh.fhstp.ac.at/6888/wescape-escape-room-games-for-undergraduate-interprofessional-learning-based-on-patient-examples/
https://showreel.mdh.fhstp.ac.at/6888/wescape-escape-room-games-for-undergraduate-interprofessional-learning-based-on-patient-examples/


                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

2.3. EDUdig project 
The opportunity to create a game in a google web page was discovered from an example provided by 

Adrijana Krebs in the context of a training for educators conducted by the Erasmus+ EDUdig project. 

In Module 3, Facilitating digitally enhanced collaborative learning  – EDUdig, advice how to create a digital 

escape room was given: Digital-escape-room-in-collaborative-learning.pdf (edudig.eu) 

 

The advice and played example embedded a timer, H5P quizzes and used a form to enter key codes / exit: 

Escape Room example from Adrijana Krebs from FH Oberösterreich (google.com)  

 

https://edudig.eu/courses/
https://edudig.eu/courses/facilitating-digitally-enhanced-collaborative-learning/
https://edudig.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Digital-escape-room-in-collaborative-learning.pdf
https://sites.google.com/view/edudigescaperoom/home


                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

2.4. DIRENE project 
The ERASMUS+ funded DIRENE project dealt with the aim to increase competencies in Digital 

Rehabilitation. This met the aim of ICF to collect and react on public health data, as shown in 2.1. 

With the aim to provide learning materials for mobile settings, game-based learning proved important. 

Therefore, the student project group mentioned under 2.2 were involved and use-cases designed: 

Pedagogical Handbook Chapter 3: Use Cases (Learning Scenarios)  

The digital escape room used the scenario of Digital Rehabilitation as a basis for the applied use-case. 

Therefore, it would be possible to apply the game in the 3 ECTS curriculum developed by DIRENE. 

This extends a 2 ECTS module, which was developed as a MOOC - Introduction to Digital Rehabilitation  

                        

2.5. INPRO project participating in the ICF facilitator course 
The members of the Erasmus+ project INPRO identified the need to participate in an : ICF Facilitator Course 

– ICF Education Portal. This course was organised by Stefanus Snyman, WHO mICF working group leader. 

During the course, several e-learning content and assignments were given.  

The following video explains the link of chapter2.4 with INPRO and could be used as introduction:  

ICF as Catalyst for Interprofessional Education & Collaborative Practice - YouTube 

 

https://www.jamk.fi/en/project/direne
https://www.jamk.fi/en/project/direne/chapter-3-use-cases-learning-scenarios
https://www.jamk.fi/en/project/direne/introduction-to-digital-rehabilitation-mooc
https://icfeducation.org/courses/icf-facilitator-course/
https://icfeducation.org/courses/icf-facilitator-course/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nU2LtmItjoU&t=2150s


                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

3. Functions 

According to the previous background, the digital escape game is developed to improve person-centred, 

interprofessional collaboration base on ICF. It introduces the use-case of a rural setting, for which remote 

care is needed to improve a client’s health status.  

Four quizzes need to solved after each other as a team. 

1. The initial quiz applies a summary to explain ICF as created for the ICF facilitator course and repeats quiz 

content from DIRENE MOOC chapter “Digital Ways of Client-Centred and Interdisciplinary Communication. 

Five H5P-quiz elements are embedded (see the first under Chapter 1), their solution provides a key: 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 

2. The code from quiz 1 needs to be entered to open the second H5P quiz.  

For this approach, the following code was embedded:  

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<body> 

<script type="text/javascript"> 

     function onSubmit() { 

          if (document.getElementById("password").value == "DigWays4comm") {window.open("           https://h5p.org/node/1348426"); }else{ 
alert("Please check your key-code and try again");} 

     } 

</script> 

<fieldset><form class="hero-form" action="#"> 

          <div class="row-fluid"> 

                  <label>Enter the first key-code to open quiz 2: </label> 

                  <input type="password" name="password" maxlength="12" 

              class="span7" id="password" placeholder="e.g. 123aBcD" required/> 

          </div>     

</form></fieldset> 

<button class="btn btn-info btn-large span5" id="joe_btn" onclick="onSubmit()">Enter</button> 

</body> 

</html> 

One difficulty in using the game on a smartphone lies in the opening of a new tab at this point. 

It is recommended that one of the players uses a laptop and keeps the quiz-page open all times. 

Otherwise, the page needs to be reopened and the embedded timer (vclock.com) would start again. 

To support learners who struggle, the quiz is embedded hidden at the bottom of “Unlock the door”. 

To solve the task, the ICF browser needs to be opened and one letter plus digits be searched. 

Ideally this would be conducted by a second team member: https://icd.who.int/dev11/l-icf/en  

 

https://icd.who.int/dev11/l-icf/en


                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

At the second quiz, a case of a 10-year old girl with cerebral palsy is introduced to explain ICF using video: 

Video 1 NA: What is the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)? - YouTube 

It is recommended to play the video when introducing the game (before the escape room is opened), eg.: 

   

Supplementary information is provided leading to links of WHODAS 2.0, mICF app or a Spiral game. 

3. The case serves as basis for deepening information that is provided in Quiz 3, again by using H5P. 

The used data is based on the example from Kraus de Camargo (2022), as shown in Chapter 2.1 

 

This information needs to be sorted in a written form per domain, to which the colours are guidance. 

At this point, a role-play is instructed, in which participatory shared-decision making shall be exercised. 

Additional information can be invented and this exercise could be quit / kept short or extended as needed. 

At the end of the play the decision and process to get there could be reflected in a Microsoft form: 

Assess consultation role play (adapted MAPPIN’SDM) (office.com) 

The role-play and reflective form apply the concepts as identified and described under Chapter 2.1.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoEIc4wBaIo&t=1s
https://www.who.int/standards/classifications/international-classification-of-functioning-disability-and-health/who-disability-assessment-schedule
https://icfmobile.org/
https://hankkeet.kuntoutussaatio.fi/spiral/english/
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=-yvXCG6ch0qMtehumixLhvt_ffvz0CdNly-nH4R800ZURUVIOE9INUMwWEhYSTA4WVhOQkdJTjU2Ry4u


                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. The last quiz applies a drag and drop exercise on the Figure developed by Stefanus Snyman. 

It takes the view of the person and may raise final questions for the reflection, but shall be easy to solve. 

While H5P did not allow to provide key-codes after quiz two and three, this time a new code is provided. 

This shall be entered in a google form as shown above: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1oOLh7le351w60MVxxSAGU5KWynJoKsMANnlaRNviks4  

If the code is correct, the form can be sent and a positive feedback is provided that the exit was successful. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1oOLh7le351w60MVxxSAGU5KWynJoKsMANnlaRNviks4


                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

4. Implementation and Evaluation 

The game was applied three times, of which two served as feasibility testings (international students). 
With the third application user experience and attractivity were tested (technical healthcare professions). 
In addition, the second and third testing were observed by a master student (physiotherapist), 
who planned and conducted a usability testing of a German version, as well as created a concept for a 90 to 
120 minutes session how to introduce and to reflect the game with learners/trainers new to the topic.  
The final improved German version will be used in continuous professional development (see Chapter 4.3). 
The English version will be used in higher education for the master degree programme digital healthcare. 
 

4.1. Online collaboration of international students 
Students in health, social care and technical professions met in Erasmus+ funded blended learning 
scenarios. Focus groups were held and a think aloud method applied to explore responses and difficulties. 
The main difficulties lay in the time, which did not allow an introductory lesson.  
When students were not used to collaborating in online settings, sharing screen, camera or talk were for 
some such high barriers, that some did not manage to engage into the game.  

 

4.2. Evaluation with Digital Healthcare Master students 
An evaluated with four technical professions, who were in the course “Interprofessionalism” in the master 
degree programme “Digital Healthcare”, tested user experience and attractiveness. Age ranged from 23 to 
29 with two male and two female students, of which three had already played an escape game before.  
The German UEQ, a 26-item quantitative questionnaire for the subjective evaluation of the user experience 
was used (Schrepp et al., 2017), which captures the dimensions of attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, 
dependability, stimulation and novelty (Schrepp, 2023). The questions are formulated using contrasting 
adjectives, and users rate their agreement or disagreement on a Likert scale from one to seven.  
The findings are not reliable due to the small sample size, but show a tendency towards high attractiveness. 
 

  
 
The communication questionnaire developed by 
Kavanaugh et al. (2022) was used, which consists  
of 8 questions rated on a 5-point Likert scale from 
Strongly disagree (1) to Strongly agree (5).  
 
A one-hour session was feasible and the quizzes including the role-play were solved just in time. 
Since the fourth quiz was very big and therefore not easy to fill in from a laptop,  



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

a student used the key tabs “Strg” with “-“ to make the web page smaller.  
The four students were already used to role-playing in a game from an Alexa skill murder mystery game. 
The game fitted their knowledge level after introductory sessions and engaged them into collaboration. 
A few questions were asked to the game mentor, which could be announced that this will be needed. 
 

4.3. Observation and focus group with educators  
A master student, Lisa Rabitsch, who had observed in 4.1 and 4.2 summarised proposed improvements. 
These were a more specific direction of the learning pathway and advice how to deal with IT / digital issues. 
The game was duplicated and translated to German and an idea of an explanation for mentors established. 
The improvements were implemented in the German version, considering the feedback from the feasibility 
and usability testing, as well as guidance for easy reading, such as using short sentences: 
Die Regeln - Netzwerk Leichte Sprache (leichte-sprache.org) This shall enable also clients to play the game. 

 

4.4. Continuing training of health professionals  
The digital game will be implemented in a continuing training of health professionals, because this was the 
ultimate collaborative assignment with two further colleagues for the ICF facilitator course. 
The planned concept is submitted for review at Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences, evaluation is planned. 

The German version of the game can be accessed here: 
https://sites.google.com/view/knackdencode  

It applies adapted content such as advice for screenshots. 

In the following, screenshots of the German version are provided. 

 

https://www.leichte-sprache.org/leichte-sprache/die-regeln/
https://www.frontiersin.org/journals/rehabilitation-sciences
https://sites.google.com/view/knackdencode


                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 

 



                                                                                                                           
 

 
      

 

 


